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MESSAGE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Pastor Deidre Franklin continued our summer series, I’ve Been Thinking, with her 
favorite childhood story from the book of Luke. After the death of Jesus, most 
of his followers, including those closest to him, began to leave Jerusalem believing their hope and faith had 
died with Jesus. As is so often the case when hope is lost, Jesus shows up and reminds the disciples of his 
faithfulness, resurrection power, and eternal presence. Sometimes the best way to learn a lesson is to look at 
what not to do. The lesson in Luke 24 was not just or the two on the road to Emmaus, it is for us, today.  

SCRIPTURE – LUKE 24:1-35

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. What stood out today from Deidre’s message?

2. Read Luke 24:1-13. What do you learn about the events of this particular day?

3. Read Luke 24:13-32. What was the interaction between the men and Jesus on the road to Emmaus? 

4. Read Luke 24:33-35. What changed once the two disciples listened to Jesus? How did they respond?

5. Who in your life has been headed the wrong way in life (circumstance, decision, pattern of behavior) 
when Jesus revealed himself resulting in a course change? (This could be you)

6. Is there a situation or decision you are facing and find yourself headed the wrong direction (away from 
Jesus)? What would it look like for Jesus to come alongside you? 

7. How can we pray for you?

PRAYER 
Thank God for his Word that speaks to you, guides you, and reminds you of his promises. Ask him to reveal 
areas in your life where you may be heading away from him, and for a gentle course correction. 
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